Metacognitive monitoring is a central process for self-regulated learning (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Throughout the learning process, students can monitor a broad set of objects: They can monitor their goals and goal attainment, their strategy use and its effectiveness, their learning progress, their comprehension and learning results, as well as their motivation or emotion (Greene & Azevedo, 2007; Miele & Scholer, 2017; Pintrich, 2004; Sobocinski et al., 2020). When narrowing the scope to monitoring cognitive aspects of learning such as learning success (Winne & Hadwin, 1998), there is still a variety of different monitoring objects (Nelson & Narens, 1990), as the following case shows. For example, students might have set a specific learning goal (e.g., to read and understand the book chapter about technical building equipment for an upcoming performance test). The students can then observe whether their learning is efficient (e.g., Are they distracted? Does the reading take more time than expected?). They can monitor whether they reach their goal of understanding, in other words, whether their learning is successful or not (e.g., whether they understand a specific concept within the text). In addition, in the upcoming performance test, they can monitor their answer behavior (e.g., check whether they may have accidentally omitted an answer). Finally, they can monitor how well they could retrieve the learned information.
content in the performance test, that is, how well they performed.

Beyond different objects of monitoring, this example illustrates that metacognitive monitoring relates to different phases in the cycle of self-regulated learning: the students can monitor their procedure and their comprehension during the acquisition of learning content (preparation phase) as well as during the testing phase (cf., Nelson & Narens, 1990). In each phase, metacognitive monitoring has specific regulation functions (Malmberg et al., 2022). Metacognitive monitoring in the preparation phase can lead to a regulation of learning behaviors (e.g., invest more time, use more useful strategies). In the testing phase, metacognitive monitoring can help to identify careless mistakes or lead to specific testing strategies such as opting-out (Law et al., 2022) or answer changing (Couchman et al., 2016; Papanastasiou & Stylianou-Georgiou, 2022; Stylianou-Georgiou & Papanastasiou, 2017). Consequently, metacognitive monitoring can result in higher performance, as indicated by previous studies (Credé & Phillips, 2011; Händel, Harder, et al., 2020).

This shows the importance of metacognitive monitoring for successful learning and performance. Still, with the exception of only one empirical study (Lan, 2005), theoretical models as well as empirical research did not explicitly distinguish different objects of monitoring. On the contrary, empirical research often neglects this differentiation and treats metacognitive strategies – such as planning, monitoring, and regulation – as a whole (Broadbent et al., 2022; Craig et al., 2020; Griffin et al., 2013). Furthermore, while different phases of monitoring are defined in theoretical models (Nelson & Narens, 1990; Winne & Hadwin, 1998), empirical studies – at least in the context of monitoring strategies – largely ignore that. Regarding monitoring judgments, however, a large body of research is concerned with judgments in different phases (e.g., predictions, concurrent judgments, or postdictions; Hacker et al., 2008). Therefore, the aim of the current study was to differentiate different phases and objects of monitoring. A further aim was to investigate how metacognitive monitoring is interrelated in different phases and regarding different objects.

**Metacognitive Monitoring**

Metacognitive monitoring is a situation-specific and context-dependent process (Boekaerts, 1999; Dresel et al., 2015; Händel & Dresel, 2022; Koriat, 2019; McCardle & Hadwin, 1998b; Schuster et al., 2023; Wirth & Leutner, 2008). The current work focuses on metacognitive monitoring via monitoring strategies and monitoring judgments. Monitoring strategies and monitoring judgments are both aspects of metacognitive monitoring, as, for example, illustrated in the model of self-regulated learning by Winne and Hadwin (1998), where monitoring takes a central role. Monitoring strategies are – in addition to planning and regulation strategies – metacognitive strategies (Alexander et al., 1998; Pintrich, 1999). Monitoring strategies are cognitive or behavioral approaches with the aim of evaluating learning behavior and comprehension (e.g., evaluating the effectiveness of undertaken strategies, or self-explaining; Flavell, 1979). Monitoring judgments are evaluations of personal performance based on academic tasks (Koriat, 2019; Schraw, 2009b; Winne & Muis, 2011). For example, a metacognitive judgment is generated if a student thinks that he or she answered a task correctly during test processing. From a metacognitive perspective, monitoring judgments should be as accurate as possible because accurate judgments help learners to regulate their learning according to their strengths and weaknesses. Different indices provide information about judgment accuracy. For example, bias as the difference between actual performance and the performance judgment indicates whether students over- or underestimate their performance (Schraw, 2009c). If students can accurately estimate whether they have correctly solved a task, this can help them to further plan and regulate the learning process.

So far, the research traditions focusing on monitoring strategies on the one hand and monitoring judgments on the other hand were quite detached from each other. However, Händel and Dresel (2022) recently proposed an integrated model that combines two strands of research: the strategy-oriented perspective and the judgment-oriented perspective of metacognitive monitoring. The model suggests that monitoring strategies as well as judgment accuracy contribute to metacognitive monitoring and that the use of monitoring strategies enhances judgment accuracy. Two empirical studies confirmed the proposed factorial structure and revealed that the use of monitoring strategies and judgment accuracy display two – however, only slightly correlated – factors. This pattern of results holds even if monitoring strategies and monitoring judgments relate to the same situation, namely, an ungraded performance test, as in Study 2 by Händel and Dresel. These low correlations were also found in two other current studies (Dörrenbächer-Ulrich et al., 2021; Golke et al., 2022). However, to date, research did not consider that monitoring strategies and monitoring judgments can fulfill monitoring functions in different phases (when to monitor) and refer to several objects (what to monitor).
Phases of Monitoring – When to Monitor

Metacognitive monitoring can occur during different phases in the process of self-regulated learning. In Winne and Hadwin’s model (1998), monitoring relates to all phases. For example, during studying, a student can monitor his or her learning procedure and his or her comprehension. After studying, a student can monitor his or her performance (i.e., undertake a cognitive evaluation). This is in line with the model by Nelson and Narens (1990) that distinguishes monitoring judgments with regard to the phases of acquisition, retention, and retrieval of information. According to each phase, students can use different judgments to monitor their degree of knowledge. In detail, Hacker and Bol (2019) relate different types of judgments to different phases of learning. So-called predictions resemble expectation of future performance regarding a comprehension test (Hacker et al., 2000; Maki & McGuire, 2002; Miller & Geraci, 2011). During learning, concurrent judgments, usually task-specific judgments, are generated (Schraw, 2009b). During or after testing, so-called postdictions are implemented to monitor test or item performance (Händel, de Bruin, et al., 2020).

In the following, we structure metacognitive monitoring regarding two phases: First, the preparation phase, where students acquire and retain new information. Second, the testing phase, in which students generate learning products and need to retrieve knowledge (see Table 1).

Objects of Monitoring – What to Monitor

Within and across phases, students can monitor each different object (Nelson & Narens, 1990). Students’ monitoring can relate to either their processing or their retrieval and can implement this in preparation and testing phases. Monitoring processing is usually conducted via monitoring strategies. Students can implement monitoring strategies regarding their learning or test answering approach (Stebner et al., 2022). Hence, during both the preparation and the testing phase students can monitor the effectiveness of their studying or their testing approach via monitoring strategies. In addition, students can monitor their comprehension during the preparation phase or monitor their performance during the testing phase, that is, they monitor the outcomes of the processes. Metacognitive monitoring regarding retrieval means to monitor one’s comprehension (e.g., de Bruin et al., 2016) or one’s test performance displayed by given answers (Händel, Harder, et al., 2020). This is usually conducted via the generation of monitoring judgments. When monitoring comprehension in the preparation phase, students self-select the content to which they refer their comprehension monitoring. By contrast, when monitoring performance in a testing situation, students answer external questions to which they provide metacognitive judgments.

First, in the preparation phase, students use metacognitive monitoring to prove whether their learning behavior, that is, the implemented strategies and procedures, is useful to reach their goal. A strategy to monitor one’s learning progress can be to pause to reflect whether the currently used strategy is effective. For example, students can ask themselves if they implement adequate and helpful learning strategies, or if they constantly engage in mindless repetition. Second, students can generate metacognitive judgments regarding their comprehension in the preparation phase after engaging in quizzing. Third, during test processing, students monitor whether their answering procedure is effective, whether their time allocation for the individual tasks is reasonable, or whether they have left out any questions (Papanastasiou & Stylianou-Georgiou, 2022; Stylianou-Georgiou & Papanastasiou, 2017). Fourth, to monitor test performance, several types of monitoring judgments can be used. The monitoring object can be defined either broadly or more specifically; that is, learners can monitor their general performance on a whole performance test (global judgment; Bol et al., 2005) or focus on task solution for a very specific task or item (local judgments), for which they have access to task-specific cues (Frank & Kuhlmann, 2017; Händel, de Bruin, et al., 2020; Koriat, 1997).

So far, little is known regarding monitoring different cognitive objects of learning, that is, whether students...
monitor different objects of their learning and how this monitoring relates to each other. The current study focuses on the different objects of monitoring processing and retrieval in different phases, as displayed in Table 1.

Aims and Hypotheses

The aim of the study was to investigate whether different objects of monitoring can be identified and how they relate to each other within and across preparation and testing phases. The study examined two major hypotheses regarding metacognitive monitoring.

First, we assume that metacognitive monitoring relates to different objects. We expect not only different monitoring objects related to different phases (namely, preparation and testing phase) but also related to processing and retrieval.

Hypothesis (H1): Metacognitive monitoring can be distinguished according to four different objects of monitoring: monitoring learning effectiveness, monitoring comprehension, monitoring test processing, and monitoring correctness of given answers.

Second, the relationship of monitoring different objects within and across different phases was investigated. We expect that monitoring objects are interrelated and that this applies especially when these objects refer to the same phase.

Hypothesis (H2): Monitoring different objects within one phase is stronger interrelated than monitoring different objects across phases.

Method

The current study was a cross-sectional study in the ecologically valid setting of a regular psychology course for undergraduate teacher training students. The main objective of the study was to investigate how students monitored their studying and their performance during test preparation as well as regarding their personal test processing. All study materials referred to the situation of test preparation or test processing and enabled a situation-specific assessment of students’ metacognitive monitoring. Students answered several questionnaire items regarding monitoring strategies and provided item-specific monitoring judgments.

Procedure

The study took place within a course setting in a regular study term. The study referred to the lecture topic “empirical methods in education.” This topic spanned three weekly lecture sessions at the beginning of the term. Subsequently, in the next (fourth) session, students had the opportunity to participate in an ungraded performance test and to answer corresponding questionnaire items. The performance test and survey questions were announced at the beginning of the lecture period and were administered via paper-and-pencil material during the lecture time. Students were informed that the test displays a learning opportunity to review previous lecture content and to become familiar with the test format of the final exam. It can thus be regarded as curricular valid. The performance test consisted of 14 multiple-choice items with one correct answer out of four answer possibilities. First, students reported to what extent they had monitored their learning in the preparation phase. Second, they reported to what extent they had monitored their comprehension of the lecture content via monitoring strategies. Third, students answered the performance test and provided monitoring judgments for each item of the performance test. Fourth, students reported on their implemented monitoring strategies during the test processing.

Sample

A power analysis was conducted to calculate the required sample size for the hypothesized factorial model including four separate monitoring objects. For a power of (1−β) = .95, a sample size of \( N_p = 145 \) was needed with an alpha error of .05 (\( df = 224 \)), 23 manifest variables, and an expected effect size of RMSEA = .05. The participants were students of a psychology lecture for undergraduate students. All students enrolled in the course were invited to voluntarily participate in the study. They were not paid for participation. A total of 184 students took part in the study, and we did not exclude any students from participation; that is, the sample size of the recent study was sufficient to detect the statistical effects of interest and to test the hypotheses. Participants’ privacy was protected, all data were anonymized, and students were not disadvantaged by nonparticipation. Informed consent of the participants was obtained by virtue of submission of the performance test and the respective questionnaire.

Most of the participants were first-year students (86.9%). The majority of students were female (81.0%), which is typical for university introductory courses in this
field of study. Students’ GPA can be regarded as average, \( M = 2.43, SD = 0.50 \), on a scale ranging from 1 to 6 with lower values indicating better grades.

Little’s MCAR (missing completely at random) test showed that missing data were missing completely at random, \( \chi^2(1,119) = 1,106.874, p > .05 \). The nonresponse missing rate ranged from 1% to 10% on the item level. Accordingly, the mice package by van Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn (2011) was used with the predictive mean matching algorithm for multiple imputation of missing data. It created five imputed datasets for which pooled statistics based on a univariate combination of the imputed datasets were calculated. Accordingly, pooled means (M) as well as standard errors of the pooled means (SEM) are reported.

**Instruments**

The study investigated four aspects of monitoring – two aspects related to the preparation phase and two aspects related to the testing phase. Monitoring processing in the preparation and the testing phase was assessed via self-reported use of monitoring strategies regarding learning efficiency and test processing. Unfortunately, the study design did not allow for assessment of comprehension monitoring during the learning process via monitoring judgments as this would have required the assessment of spontaneous online judgments while the students engaged in learning (Jordano & Touron, 2018). Consequently, monitoring retrieval was assessed by self-reported use of comprehension monitoring strategies in the preparation phase. Monitoring correctness of the given answers in the performance test as a representation for monitoring retrieval in the testing phase was assessed by item-specific monitoring judgments.

The assessment of monitoring regarding the preparation phase included monitoring strategies related to learning effectiveness and monitoring strategies related to comprehension. Students answered the items on a 6-point Likert scale (1 = not at all true to 6 = absolutely true).

**Monitoring learning effectiveness** was assessed via three items adapted from the questionnaire scale “evaluation – monitoring” by McCardle and Hadwin (2015). A sample item was, “I checked to see if my approach was working.” Students indicated to which degree they implemented strategies to monitor the usefulness of their learning approach.

**Monitoring comprehension** was assessed via a questionnaire scale with three items from the LIST inventory (Wild & Schiefele, 1994), which is a German analogue of the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ; Pintrich et al., 1991). Students indicated to which degree they implemented strategies to monitor their comprehension of course topics. A sample item was, “I asked myself questions about the material to make sure I understood everything.”

The assessment of monitoring regarding the testing phase included monitoring strategies related to test processing and monitoring judgments.

**Monitoring test processing** was assessed via a newly developed and piloted questionnaire scale with three items focusing on whether students engaged in monitoring strategies regarding their test processing. Students indicated to which degree they implemented strategies to monitor their answer behavior in the previously solved performance test. A sample item was, “If I was unsure about a task, I thought through all the alternative answers again.”

**Monitoring correctness of given answers** was assessed via 14 item-specific monitoring judgments in relation to performance test items (Händel, de Bruin, et al., 2020; Händel & Dresel, 2018). After completing each test item of the performance test, students indicated whether they thought their answer to the respective item was correct or not (“Do you think your answer is correct?”; 1 = yes, 0 = no). The judgments were printed in the same booklet as the test items, so that students had direct access to the test items and their respective answers when judging the correctness of their answers.

To measure the accuracy of students’ judgments, bias was calculated. It reflects the degree of underconfidence (negative bias values) or overconfidence (positive bias values). Bias is computed as the signed difference between performance \( p \) and judgments \( c \), averaged over the 14 performance test items (Schraw, 2009a). Values close to −1 point to high underconfidence, and values close to 1 indicate high overconfidence.

**Data Analysis**

For the empirical identification of different objects of students’ monitoring (H1), three confirmatory factor analyses were computed. The hypothesized 4-factor model distinguished the four objects of monitoring: monitoring learning effectiveness, monitoring comprehension, monitoring test processing, and monitoring correctness of given answers. This model was compared with alternative models. The 2-factorial model distinguished the two factors monitoring in the preparation phase and monitoring in the testing phase, and the 1-factorial model comprised all objects of monitoring (see Table 2). We report latent correlations between the factors (monitoring objects) and used \( \chi^2 \)-differences to compare the fit of the nested models. As the bias score representing monitoring
retrieval in the testing phase is a measure of accuracy (i.e., quality of monitoring) while monitoring the other objects are self-report data focusing on the quantity of strategy use rather than its quality, the factor analyses were additionally conducted using the 14 raw judgments instead of bias scores. The results also confirm the hypothesized 4-factor model (CFI = 1.00, TLI = 1.00, RMSEA = 0.00, SRMR = 0.61).

To examine the relationship between different objects of metacognitive monitoring within and across phases (H2), the latent correlations between the different objects were constrained, and the model fit results were compared via χ² tests. In the first model, latent correlation between monitoring objects within the preparation phase and correlations across the two phases were constrained to be equal. In the second model, latent correlation between monitoring objects within the testing phase and correlations across the two phases were constrained to be equal. If the constrained models lead to a significant drop in the model fit, this would indicate significantly different correlations.

Results

Different Objects of Monitoring: Confirmatory Factor Analyses (H1)

The confirmatory factor analyses showed that the model fit improved by distinguishing more factors (see Table 2). The hypothesized 4-factor model showed the best fit, which indicates that four different objects of students’ monitoring could be empirically identified, namely, monitoring learning effectiveness, monitoring comprehension, monitoring test processing, and monitoring correctness of given answers (see Figure 1). The χ² difference tests comparing the models were each significant, one factor versus four factors: Δχ²(6) = 161.940, p < .001; two factors versus four factors: Δχ²(5) = 47.590, p < .001.

The 4-factor model distinguished between monitoring learning effectiveness (M = 3.62, SEM = 0.06), monitoring comprehension (M = 3.90, SEM = 0.07), monitoring test processing (M = 4.63, SEM = 0.06), and monitoring correctness of given answers indicated by bias (M = −0.05, SEM = 0.03). The composite reliabilities based on the factor loadings (Jöreskog, 1971) were acceptable for all scales, .71 ≤ ρ ≤ .84.
Correlations Between Monitoring Objects Within and Across Phases (H2)

As can be seen in Figure 1, the two latent factors representing monitoring objects in the preparation phase (monitoring learning effectiveness and monitoring comprehension) were strongly interrelated. The more strategies students implemented to monitor their learning effectiveness, the more strategies they used to monitor their comprehension of the lecture content. The two latent factors representing monitoring objects in the testing phase (monitoring test processing and monitoring correctness of given answers indicated by bias) were interrelated to a medium-to-strong degree. The more strategies students implemented to monitor their test processing, the less overconfident they were in their given answers. Latent correlations between monitoring objects across preparation and testing phase were nonsignificant.

To test for differences between the latent correlations, two constrained models were calculated and compared with the hypothesized 4-factor model without constraints. The hypothesized 4-factor model showed a better model fit than the constrained model that forced latent correlations within the preparation phase and across phases to be equal, $\Delta \chi^2(2) = 36.932, p < .001$. The constrained model that forced latent correlations within the testing phase and across phases to be equal showed a similar model fit as the hypothesized model according to the chi-square test, $\Delta \chi^2(2) = 2.648, p > .05$. Still, as the hypothesized model shows an appropriate model fit, this indicates that different monitoring objects within the testing phase tend to be more strongly correlated than monitoring objects across different phases.

Discussion

The current study contributes with two main findings to the literature on metacognitive monitoring. First, metacognitive monitoring constitutes different monitoring processes. With a focus on monitoring cognitive aspects of learning (Winne & Hadwin, 1998), the current study found that monitoring learning effectiveness, monitoring comprehension, monitoring test processing, and monitoring correctness of given answers (indicated by bias as a score of monitoring judgment accuracy) can be distinguished. In the current study, monitoring not only referred to different objects, but these objects have relevance at different phases (e.g., monitoring learning behavior vs. monitoring testing behavior). This is in line with current experimental research that studied one specific monitoring activity, namely, explaining to (fictitious) others, and indicated that timing matters (Lachner et al., 2020). Although the implemented test in the current study was a non-graded test, students seemed to take great care to monitor their test processing by monitoring strategies, as indicated by the degree to which students implemented monitoring strategies. Students reported descriptively higher scores regarding strategies to monitor test processing in the testing phase than regarding learning effectiveness and comprehension in the preparation phase. Accordingly, the current study reveals that students direct their attention to different objects of monitoring. Similarly, in a current video-based study on collaborative group work, monitoring was related to different objects in the preparation phase, and the ratings revealed different frequency of strategy use (e.g., most often to learning effectiveness; Malmberg et al., 2022). Future studies can build on this to encourage students to monitor specific objects. In addition, our study results suggest considering different objects of metacognitive monitoring not only in assessing monitoring but also when it comes to fostering monitoring. Second, the latent correlations showed that different monitoring objects within the preparation phase (monitoring learning effectiveness and monitoring comprehension) were more strongly related to each other than across phases. Students who monitored their learning effectiveness were very likely to monitor their comprehension and vice versa. The same applies to monitoring different objects within the testing phase (correlation between monitoring test processing and monitoring correctness of given answers indicated by bias). Students who monitored their test
processing were less overconfident regarding their given answers. However, metacognitive monitoring objects implemented across different phases were not significantly correlated to each other. Students seem to engage in different monitoring behaviors during preparation and testing. The results of the current study extend current research that showed only weak correlations between monitoring strategies and judgment accuracy (Dörrenbächer-Ulrich et al., 2021; Golke et al., 2022; Händel & Dresel, 2022). While Händel and Dresel (2022) also used a situation-specific approach, they investigated the correlation of comprehension monitoring in the preparation phase with the accuracy of monitoring judgments (i.e., monitoring correctness of given answers in the testing phase). Hence, the current study went one step further and considered different objects of monitoring within and across different phases. The lower overestimation of students who engaged in monitoring test processing represents an important finding as it shows that monitoring strategies and judgment bias are related to each other if they occur within the same phase.

The two main results of the study point to the relevance of the consideration of different objects within different phases of metacognitive monitoring (Kramarski & Michalsky, 2009; Nelson & Narens, 1990). The current research goes beyond the need for a situation-specific (in this case the situation of a concrete performance test) and subject-specific, fine granulated assessment of monitoring strategies (Rovers et al., 2019), and calls for an object-specific consideration of metacognitive monitoring (Azevedo, 2009; Dentakos et al., 2019).

Limitations and Future Directions

The situation-specific assessment of metacognitive monitoring related to a concrete performance test is a methodological advantage when investigating the relationship between different objects of monitoring, assessed via monitoring strategies and monitoring judgments. Still, a potential limitation of this procedure is that the assessments of several monitoring aspects regarding one task could potentially influence each other as they function as an intervention (Händel, Harder, et al., 2020; Naujoks et al., 2022).

Significant and higher correlations were found between different objects of monitoring if the objects of monitoring referred to the same phase (either preparing or testing) compared to monitoring objects across different phases. However, monitoring judgments in the current study were restricted to the testing phase and the correlations between monitoring effectiveness and monitoring comprehension were quite high. Hence, the study does not provide any information on whether or how monitoring strategies and comprehension monitoring via monitoring judgments during the preparation phase are related to each other. While we used the typical procedure of assessing item-specific judgments in the testing phase, future research should consider (spontaneous) monitoring judgments during the preparation phase (Ariel et al., 2021; Jordano & Touron, 2018). This requires a more process-based/online assessment of metacognitive monitoring but has the potential to help understand the interrelations of monitoring strategies and monitoring judgments within and across different phases of learning. On the one hand, the use of monitoring strategies during test processing can lead to less overconfidence (Koriat et al., 2002). On the other hand, when students recognize that they judge many items as having been solved incorrectly, they might invest in further monitoring strategies.

Finally, a limitation of the study is that monitoring strategies were only assessed regarding their use, that is, to which degree students implemented monitoring strategies. By contrast, bias does not display the amount of monitoring judgments but its quality – that is, how accurate students are at judging their performance. Consequently, as a prospect for future research, studies should also consider quality aspects of monitoring strategies. In a current study with a situation-specific assessment, the quantity and quality of the use of monitoring strategies (in this case related to comprehension monitoring) were strongly correlated but were separate factors of metacognitive monitoring (Händel & Dresel, 2022). However, while the quality of the monitoring strategies used was again based on a self-report, other measures such as micro-analyses (Dörrenbächer-Ulrich et al., 2021) might provide further insights.

Overall, the current results provide room for further investigation, especially with regard to regulation of studying and test processing. More specifically, the question to be addressed is whether students adapt their answers according to the monitoring strategies used during testing (e.g., change their answers, less often opt-out answers; Couchman et al., 2016; Papanastasiou & Stylianou-Georgiou, 2022) or whether they adapt their metacognitive judgments with respect to their monitoring strategies.
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